
Morehead City, NC - Celsius® Ice Gear is is a pioneer in ice fishing and continues to develop gear for the hard water angler that features 
performance and precision engineering. This year, Celsius® Ice Gear is excited to introduce the new Ice Boji Blade™ Panfish Spoons to their 
existing lure assortment.

Ice Boji Blade™ Panfish Spoons - The new Celsius Ice Boji Blade™ 3-packs are 
available in 3 sizes 1/16th, 1/6th and 3/16th ounces and finished with UV tape and 
glow paint accents on the front and back so these blades remain highly visible under 
the ice and in deeper water and their large profile provides a large target for any 
panfish. The Ice Boji Blades also feature high quality Matzuo® Hooks.

Simply, tip the chained hook with either a chunk of live bait or scented plastic and drop 
the blade to the bottom.  Once you are in the strike zone pump the blade to create an 
erratic flash – pausing occasionally and you will be hooked up in no time.

The real bonus with the Ice Boji Blade™ is that almost every species of fish will hit this 
presentation.  During our extensive field testing we have hooked all types of panfish, 
walleyes, bass, pike and even a musky.  The chained hook will stand up to the teeth of 
a larger predator and gives you a real shot to land that surprise monster.

Celsius® Ice Boji Blades™ will be available October 2021.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Calcutta Outdoors Announces New Product Offerings for Celsius® Ice Gear
New Panfish Lure 3-Pack from Celsius® Ice Gear Sure to be a Hit with Hardwater Anglers  

About Celsius® Ice Gear:
Celsius® Ice Gear has created a family of fishing tackle for the hard water angler that combines precision engineering and performance. Celsius® 
Ice Gear continues to be a pioneer in ice fishing by continually developing quality products that are durable enough to withstand the extreme 
conditions.
For more information on Celsius® Ice Gear please visit:  CalcuttaOutdoorsLLC.com.

About Calcutta Outdoors:
Calcutta Outdoors is a leading global designer, manufacturer and marketer of consumer products for the outdoor sports and recreation market. 
We provide consumers with a wide range of performance-driven, innovative products, including fishing rods, fishing tackle, coolers, drinkware, 
outdoor apparel, paddle sports and marine accessories.

We are dedicated to helping people enjoy the outdoors—and helping grow the companies that serve them. Our goal is to deliver products that 
embrace the value of hard work and allow people to maximize their free time outdoors. No matter what type of recreation, we want to make the 
outdoor experience more enjoyable and productive.

The outdoors is in our DNA. Calcutta Outdoors’ team has over 105 years of combined experience in the outdoor sporting goods and recreation 
market. Team members have led, and worked with, some of the outdoor industry’s best-known brands. We work hard and when it’s time to enjoy 
the outdoors, each of us wants to use products that we can rely on and trust.

For more information on Calcutta Outdoors and the brands listed above, visit CalcuttaOutdoorsLLC.com.
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